Samsung and TeleHealth Services have partnered to combine decades of healthcare experience with the latest in television technology to provide hospital patients with the ultimate experience. This commitment to the patient experience, safety, superior warranties, TeleHealth’s 360° Service®, and an incredibly dependable line of entertainment and digital display technology brings the most advanced television solutions to the healthcare industry. The Samsung line of healthcare-grade televisions provides hospital-specific features including an interchangeable pillow speaker interface and compatibility with TIGR interactive patient education and entertainment solutions. Facility managers will enjoy the convenience of setup by side-mounted USB ports, front control panel lockout, and Samsung’s unique advanced on-site warranty program. Samsung healthcare televisions include Pro:Idiom decoding, allowing hospitals to provide patients with an expanded lineup of high definition channels. Through our innovative, reliable products and services, Samsung and TeleHealth are dedicated to taking the patient experience in imaginative new directions.

NEW Samsung Healthcare 40” LED HD Television
Model #HG40NA593

TIGR™ enabled • Universal pillow speaker interface • MPEG-4
UL Listed for hospital use • ENERGY STAR certified • Pro:Idiom® enabled

Sustainability
• UL Listed for hospital use
• ENERGY STAR 5.3 compliant
• RoHS compliant
• Eco-friendly design

Hospital Features
• Front panel lock-out
• Pro:Idiom enabled
• Two-year on-site warranty
• 24/7 live customer support
• Technical and engineering support
• Auto volume limiters
• USB clone programmable
• Hospital logo (upon startup)

Patient and Family Satisfaction
• TIGR enabled
• Full HD 1080p resolution
• ConnectShare™ (USB 2.0)
• Samsung SMART TV
• Dedicated DVD channel
• Clear Motion Rate 120
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

UL Listed for hospital use
Listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc., this set is specifically engineered to meet the more stringent requirements for use in hospital environments.

Universal Pillow Speaker Interface
Our interchangeable pillow speaker interface allows for inter-compatibility between multiple pillow speaker brands and pin sets to hospitals with existing pillow speakers.

USB Cloning
To help you work more efficiently, the innovative side-mounted USB cloning device allows you to easily customize your television setup and then clone the settings across all of your hospital televisions.

Full LED HD display
Experience the difference a Samsung high definition display makes. Lightweight and stylish, Samsung’s LED TVs deliver sharp, detailed images and smooth motion quality. The bold colors and crisp details of our healthcare-grade LEDs make every scene more lifelike. Full LED array adds to the realism with bright whites and deep blacks so images are crystal-clear day or night. In addition, faster image processors offer smooth, clear action with Clear Motion Rate 120.

Flexible Decryption
Pro:Idiom is the industry standard in high-quality content encryption and unlocks access to HD content. This helps assure hospitals a rapid, broad deployment of HDTV.

Two-Year On-site Parts and Labor Warranty
Samsung offers unmatched commitment to keeping your televisions in working order with a two-year on-site warranty. In the unlikely event that your TV needs to be serviced, a local Samsung authorized agent will come to your facility, saving your hospital valuable time and resources. Extended warranties and installation packages are also available through TeleHealth Services.

TIGR Enabled
TIGR interactive patient engagement solutions aid in providing maximum patient satisfaction and superior levels of service excellence by delivering powerful condition-specific education content and survey tools to the patient bedside.

Key Features
• UL Listed and certified for hospital use
• TIGR enabled
• MPEG-4
• Pro:Idiom enabled
• Universal pillow speaker interface
• Full HD 1080p resolution
• ConnectShare™ (USB 2.0)
• Samsung SMART TV

Picture/Display
• Screen class: 40" LED
• Aspect ratio: 16:9 widescreen
• Native resolution: 1920 x 1080p
• Response time: 8ms
• Viewing angle (H/V): 178/178
• Brightness: 300cd/m2
• TV and cable tuning: ATSC, Clear QAM
• Clear Motion Rate: 120
• Cabinet color: Black

Audio
• Sound system: Dolby Digital Plus®, Dolby Pulse
• Output power (RMS): 2 x 10W
• Speaker type: Down firing
• SRS TheaterSound

Hospital Convenience
• USB cloning
• Auto program
• Two-year on-site warranty
• 24/7 live customer support
• VESA wall mount compatible: 200 x 200 mm, M6 screws
• Beds 1 and 2 compatible (IR Remote)
• Plug & Play (easy setup)
• RJ12/IR pass through

Patient Comfort
• TIGR enabled
• Welcome screen with melodies
• Vchip
• Closed captioning
• Clock & on/off timer
• Built-in wireless LAN
• Auto PC mode
• Music mode (input: PC/AV/component)

Sustainability
• ENERGY STAR 5.3 compliant
• Power supply: AC110-120V 60Hz
• Sleep timer
• Power consumption (Watts):
  • Rated: 89W
  • Stand-by: <1W
  • Typical: 45W
• Energy saving mode power consumption (Watts):
  • High: 25W
  • Medium: 33W
  • Low: 41W

Weights/Dimensions
• Product dimensions without stand WxHxD:
  • 36.52" x 21.69" x 3.86"
• Product weight without stand: 19.84lbs
• Packaging dimensions WxHxD:
  • 43.47" x 25.24" x 6.89"

Input/Output
• RF in (terrestrial/cable): 1
• RJ12 for external control: 1
• RJ45 (LAN): 1
• HDMI (side/rear): 1/2
• USB (side/rear): 1/1
• Component (YPbPr): 1
• Composite (AV) (common use for component Y)
  • (side/rear): 1/1
• Digital audio out (optical): 1
• Audio out (mini jack): 1
• Pillow speaker jack: 1
• RJ12 jack (remote jack pack): 1
• PC in (D-sub): 1
• PC audio in (mini jack): 1
• Audio in (mini jack): 1
• DVI audio in (mini jack): 1
• RS232C (AV control)

Included Accessories
• Warranty statement
• Power cable
• Installation manual

Optional Accessories
• Master remote: item #: SMPROG
• Clean Remote: item #: CR1
• Mounting hardware:
  • Wall mount: item #: THLC200W
  • Ceiling mount: item #: THLC200C
  • Hook mount: item #: THL200
• Furniture mount: item #: SLELCD
• OSHPD approved articulating mount:
  • item #: TH200DS1
• Other mounting hardware available